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Stochastic Model Based Radar Waveform Design for
Weapon Detection

We consider signature exploitation based waveform design

for detection of weapons with a single-antenna monostatic

radar. In order to account for the target signature variation

with orientation and aspect angle, we model the target impulse

response as a random process. For a weapon target, we

show that the stochastic model based waveform significantly

outperforms the commonly used chirp waveform in terms of

the signal-to-clutter-and-noise ratio (SCNR) at the output of the

receive filter, leading to an enhanced detection performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Detection of weapons is an area of significant

interest to both law enforcement agencies and

the military. It is being sought out in a variety of

applications, including controlling checkpoints in

airports and border crossings, securing public spaces,

and enhancing situational awareness inside urban

structures by determining the intent of building use

[1—8]. Radar technology is the modality of choice

since RF signals have the ability to penetrate optically

opaque media, such as clothing and construction

materials.

Weapon detection RF systems that provide a

high-resolution imaging based solution have been

reported recently in the literature [1, 6—8]. In [1],

[6], a wideband microwave holographic imaging

system is described that utilizes phase and amplitude

information recorded over a two-dimensional aperture

to reconstruct a focused image of the concealed

weapons. Near optical quality imaging results are

provided using a prototype real-time system operating

over the 27—33 GHz frequency band. However,

since this system employs millimeter waves, which

suffer from very high attenuation on propagation

through common construction materials, it is not

suitable for detection of weapons inside buildings.

A microwave imaging system to detect a cache of

weapons concealed in a wall or a floor is proposed

in [7]. Examples of detection of targets embedded in
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walls in [7] include electromagnetic (EM) modeling
data at frequencies of a few hundred MHz. Such a
system may also be used for detection of weapons
inside buildings. However, at such low frequencies,
the imaging resolution is degraded, rendering it
difficult to detect and characterize weapons directly
in the image domain. In [8], an approach based
on polarimetric radar techniques is proposed for
through-the-wall detection of weapons. EM simulation
examples in the context of through-the-wall radar
imaging are provided that successfully discriminate
humans carrying weapons from unarmed humans.
In this correspondence, we propose a data-domain

approach to address the problem of weapon
detection. More specifically, we design appropriate
transmit waveforms and receivers for improved
detection of weapons. We focus on simple low-cost
single-antenna monostatic radar operation.1 Since
sufficient information about the properties and
characteristics of the targets of interest, such as shape,
size, and composition, is available a priori through
EM modeling and experimentations, we consider
waveform design techniques that are based on target
signature exploitation, and which make use of the
a priori information to achieve higher probability
of target detection [9—12]. The optimal approach to
this problem is based on the matched illumination
signature exploitation concept in which the transmit
waveform and the receive filter are designed such that
the signal-to-clutter-and-noise-ratio (SCNR) at the
output of the receive filter is maximized [9, 10]. This
approach, however, assumes perfect knowledge of the
target impulse response (range profile), which, in turn,
requires knowledge of the target orientation and aspect
angle. In practice, this information may not always
be available, especially when the target is behind
walls or inside enclosed structures. Thus, it is more
practical to assume that the target impulse response
is a random process, and the impulse responses
corresponding to various target orientations and aspect
angles are sample functions of this process. A transmit
waveform-receive filter combination can then be
designed to achieve the best detection performance
for the stochastic target in terms of the highest SCNR.
Signature exploitation based radar waveform

design problems have been studied for a stochastic
target model in [13]—[14] from the SCNR
maximization perspective. In [13], a frequency-domain
approach is presented which designs the transmit
waveform-receive filter combination that maximizes
an SCNR bound rather than the SCNR directly. On
the other hand, a time-domain approach is considered

1It is noted that the radar could be quasi-monostatic; that is,

the transmitting and receiving antennas are separate, but in

approximately the same location. The ensuing analysis will be

applicable to such quasi-monostatic systems by assuming that the

pair of antennas simulate a single antenna, with significantly higher

transmit to receive isolation, located at the midpoint between the

two antennas.

in [14], wherein an iterative algorithm that guarantees

SCNR performance improvement in each iteration

step is proposed for multiple-input multiple-output

(MIMO) operation to optimize the transmit waveforms

and the receive filters. In this correspondence, we

employ the time-domain scheme of [14] to design

radar waveforms for improved weapon detection for

both free-space and through-the-wall scenarios. We

consider radars of single antennas, which are most

attractive and desirable in many operations. We use

an AK-47 assault rifle as the target of interest and

design the stochastic model based waveform using the

electromagnetically modeled rifle impulse responses.

Detection performance of the designed waveform is

evaluated in the presence of noise and clutter, and is

compared with that of the commonly used chirp signal

of the same duration and energy.

The correspondence is organized as follows.

Section II summarizes the signal model and the

stochastic target based waveform design approach.

Section III describes the EM of the AK-47 rifle.

Supporting waveform design examples for the AK-47

rifle are provided in Section IV for clutter-free and

clutter-plus-noise cases, along with performance

comparison with a chirp waveform. Section V

contains concluding remarks.

II. SIGNAL MODEL AND WAVEFORM DESIGN

For the extended targets of interest, we consider

the linear time-invariant system model over the

observation period, as described in [10], [11], [14],

[15], which is briefly recalled in this section to make

the correspondence self-contained.

Let the finite-energy finite-duration transmitted

signal be defined as an Nz £ 1 vector z=
[z0,z1, : : : ,z(Nz¡1)]

T, and the target impulse response

apparent to the radar be given by an Nq£1 vector
q= [q0,q1, : : : ,q(Nq¡1)]

T. Then, the noise- and

clutter-free received target return is represented by

s= [s0,s1, : : : ,s(Ns¡1)]
T, where Ns =Nz +Nq¡ 1, and can

be expressed as

s=Qz: (1)

Here, Q is the Ns£Nz target convolution matrix,
given by

Q=

26666666666666666664

q0 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

q1 q0
. . .

...

... q1
. . . 0

q(Nq¡1)
...

. . . q0

0 q(Nq¡1)
. . . q1

...
. . .

. . .
...

0 ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ q(Nq¡1)

37777777777777777775

: (2)
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Likewise, by representing the noise by v=

[v0,v1, : : : ,v(Ns¡1)]
T and the clutter impulse response

matrix as

C=

2666666666666666664

c0 c¡1 ¢ ¢ ¢ c¡(Nz¡1)

c1 c0
. . .

...

... c1
. . .

...

...
. . .

. . . c0

...
. . .

. . . c1

...
. . .

. . .
...

c(Ns¡1) 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ c(Nq¡1)

3777777777777777775

(3)

the received signal can be expressed as

r= s+Cz+ v

r= [r0,r1, : : : ,r(Ns¡1)]
T:

(4)

Accordingly, the system output, after the receiver

filter, is given by

y = bTr= bTs+bTCz+bTv (5)

where b= [b0,b1, : : : ,b(Ns¡1)]
T is the receiver filter

impulse response.

Both clutter and noise are assumed to be

independent wide sense stationary (WSS) zero-mean

real stochastic processes with known autocorrelation,

Rc(n) = Efc(m)c(n¡m)g
Rv(n) = Efv(m)v(n¡m)g

(6)

where Ef¢g is the expected value operator. Under
unknown target orientation and/or aspect angle, no

specific impulse response can be discerned. However,

we assume that the target impulse response q(t) can

be modeled as a WSS random process with known

autocorrelation function,

Rq(n) = Efq(m)q(n¡m)g: (7)

In this case, the SCNR at the receive filter output can

be expressed as [14]

° =
EfjbTQzj2g

EfjbTCzj2g+EfjbTvj2g =
bTRq,zb

bTRc,zb+b
TRvb

(8)
where

Rc,z = EfCzzTCTg
Rv = EfvvTg
Rq,z = EfQzzTQTg

(9)

which can be obtained by using the clutter, noise,

and target autocorrelation, defined in (6) and (7). An

iterative algorithm, proposed in [14], can be used to

design the transmit waveform and the receive filter

which maximize the SCNR in (8), and is reproduced

below:

Given an initial value z0 of the transmit waveform

z, the transmit waveform and the receive filter can be

optimized by repeating the following steps:

1. Compute Rc,z = EfCzzTCTg and Rq,z =
EfQzzTQTg.
2. Compute the Cholesky decomposition Rc,z +

Rv = Lc,zL
T
c,z, where Lc,z is a lower triangular matrix.

3. Let b= (L¡1c,z )
Tp(L¡1c,zRq,z(L

¡1
c,z )

T) where p(A)

denotes the principal component of matrix A.

4. Compute Rc,b = EfCbbTCTg and Rq,b =
EfQbbTQTg.
5. Compute the Cholesky decomposition Rc,b+

bTRvb ¢ I= Lc,zLTc,z , where I is the identity matrix.
6. Let z= (L¡1c,z )

Tp(L¡1c,zRq,b(L
¡1
c,z )

T).

7. Normalize z to have the same energy as z0.

The iterations stop when the SCNR improvement

becomes insignificant.

It is noted that for through-the-wall scenario,

the free-space matrix formulation of (5) has to be

modified to incorporate the wall’s impulse response

into the signal model [11, 12]. Wall transmission

impulse response can be modeled as a complex gain

which may vary over frequency [16]. Therefore, we

represent the wall transmission impulse response, in

general, as a linear time-invariant system. Then, the

combined wall-target impulse response apparent to

the radar is given by the convolution of the target

impulse response with the two-way transmission

impulse response of the wall2; the latter is assumed to

be deterministic and known.3 This combined response

can be arranged in a convolution matrix Q̃ having the

same form as Q in (2). The optimization process can

then proceed as in the case of free-space propagation,

with Q replaced by Q̃ in (8) and (9). It is noted

that we consider only the wall transmission impulse

response in the above model. The radar return from

the wall itself arrives earlier than the return from the

target. The wall reflections are assumed to have been

either resolved from that of the target or mitigated

using effective wall return removal techniques such

as those recently proposed in [17], [18].

III. ELECTROMAGNETIC MODELING OF THE RIFLE

EM simulations were carried out using XFDTD®,

a commercial full-wave EM simulator from Remcom

Inc., for computing the impulse responses of an

2The linear relationship between the target and wall impulse

responses holds, provided the target is sufficiently away from

the wall so that interactions between the wall and the target are

minimal.
3The wall parameters (thickness and dielectric constant) can

be determined from the strong wall reflections [17], which can

then be used to model the wall impulse response. Thus, the wall

transmission impulse response is assumed known.
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Fig. 1. AK-47 rifle at 0± azimuth. (a) Vertical. (b) Horizontal. (c) Inclined at 45±. Rifle dimensions also provided.

Fig. 2. Normalized frequency spectra of AK-47 rifle over 360± in azimuth. (a) Vertical. (b) Horizontal. (c) Tilted at 45±.

AK-47 assault rifle under plane wave excitation

using vertical polarization corresponding to three

orientations (vertical, horizontal, and inclined

at 45±) for azimuthal aspect angles from 0± to
359± at 1± increment. It is noted that in case of
nonhomogenous walls with metal rebars or grids, the
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Fig. 3. (a) Mean, (b) values along various diagonals of correlation matrix, and (c) power spectrum of target random process.

use of dual-polarized or circularly polarized antennas

may be preferred. The rifle model used consists of

3 mm cubical XFDTD mesh cells. In the model, the

metallic parts of the rifle are assigned perfect electric

conductors and the wooden components are chosen

to be lossless with an assigned permittivity of 2. The

rifle dimensions and the simulation geometry for the

three different orientations are provided in Fig. 1 for

0± aspect. The azimuthal aspect angle is measured in
a counterclockwise fashion. The incident waveform

was chosen to be a vertically polarized modulated

Gaussian with frequency content ¸ 10 dB over the
0.5 GHz to 10 GHz frequency range. The copolarized

scattered field was collected over 360± in azimuth
under monostatic operation for each orientation. The

corresponding target impulse responses were obtained

by deconvolving the transmitted waveform from the

scattered fields. More specifically, for each target

orientation and azimuth angle, the corresponding

target impulse response q was obtained as the least

squares solution [11],

q= (ZTZ)¡1ZTs (10)

where Z is a convolution matrix, identical in structure

to (2), containing the incident modulated Gaussian

waveform, and s is the target return vector. In order

to avoid any numerical modeling errors at both the

lower and higher ends of the frequency range, both

the incident waveform and the target returns were

bandpass filtered with a passband from 1.2 to 7.8 GHz

prior to deconvolution. All of the impulse responses

were resampled so that there is only one sample

per range bin. The sampling period of the resultant

impulse responses is 0.0625 ns.

The normalized magnitude spectra of the AK-47

rifle for the three orientations corresponding to the

aspect angles between 0± and 359± are depicted in
Fig. 2. It is clear from Fig. 2 that the target response

varies considerably as a function of orientation and

aspect angle. Assuming the target impulse responses

corresponding to the various orientations and aspect
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Fig. 4. Free-space propagation. (a) Designed waveform. (b) Impulse response of receive filter. (c) Magnitude of designed waveform

spectrum. (d) Magnitude of designed receive filter spectrum.

angles to be sample functions of a random process,

we compute the mean and correlation matrix of the

random process. The mean is depicted in Fig. 3(a),

whereas Fig. 3(b) shows the values along each

diagonal of the correlation matrix. It is noted that

the main diagonal is indexed by a lag of zero, while

the positive and negative lags indicate diagonals

above and below the main diagonal, respectively.

We observe that the mean is roughly independent of

time. On the other hand, the variation in values along

each diagonal of the correlation matrix is negligible,

except in a small neighborhood around zero lag.

Thus, applying the waveform design technique of

Section II to the AK-47 rifle target process involves

an approximation; that is, ignoring the dependence

of the correlation of the target random process on

the sampling instants and treating it as WSS. The

power spectrum of the target process is shown in

Fig. 3(c).

IV. DESIGN EXAMPLES

In this section we present waveform design

examples based on the stochastic target model for

white-noise only and clutter-plus-noise cases under

both free-space and through-the-wall propagation

scenarios. In order to evaluate the detection

performance of the designed waveform-filter

combination as a function of target orientation and

aspect angle, we choose the performance measure to

be the target orientation and aspect dependent SCNR

at the output of the receive filter, which using (5) can

be expressed as

SCNR=
jbTQzj2

EfjbTCzj2g+EfjbTvj2g =
bTQzzTQTb

bTRc,zb+b
TRvb

:

(11)

The performance of the designed waveform is

compared with that of a chirp waveform spanning

the 1—8 GHz band of interest and having the same
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Fig. 4 (continued). (e) Phase of designed waveform spectrum. (f) Phase of designed receive filter spectrum. (g) SNR improvement over

chirp as function of azimuth angle for rifle tilted at 45± using stochastic approach.

duration and energy. Also, identical noise variance

was used in all cases.

A. Clutter-Free Case

The stochastic model based waveform-filter

combination was first designed for the detection

of the AK-47 rifle in the presence of white noise

only under free-space propagation. The waveform

vector is chosen to be of length Nz = 91 and the target

impulse response has a length Nq = 51. Thus, the

length Ns of the receive filter was specified as 141.

The algorithm converged in 8 iterations. The designed

transmit waveform and receive filter are shown in

Figs. 4(a) and (b), respectively. The magnitude and

phase of the designed waveform and the receive filter

spectra are depicted in Figs. 4(c)—(f). We observe

that the waveform has focused all of its energy in a

narrow band of frequencies which coincides with a

high response region of the target power spectrum

shown in Fig. 3(c). For illustration, the signal-to-noise

TABLE I

Average SNR Improvement over a Chirp Waveform for

Noise-Only Case

Average SNR Improvement (dB)

Target Through-the-Wall

Orientation Free-Space Operation Operation

Vertical 23.92 48.60

Horizontal 21.79 44.59

45± 16.27 39.02

ratio (SNR) as a function of azimuth aspect angle

for the rifle inclined at 45± using the designed and
chirp waveforms is provided in Fig. 4(g). It is noted

that the receive filter in the case of the chirp for

this and all subsequent examples is matched to the

transmitted chirp waveform (ideal for detection of

point targets). From Fig. 4(g), we observe that the

waveform-filter design based on the stochastic target

model significantly outperforms the chirp for most of
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Fig. 5. (a) Two-way brick wall transmission frequency response. (b) Power spectrum of through-the-wall target process.

Fig. 6. Through-the-wall propagation. (a) Designed waveform. (b) Impulse response of receive filter. (c) Magnitude of designed

waveform spectrum. (d) Magnitude of designed receive filter spectrum.
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Fig. 6 (continued). (e) Phase of designed waveform spectrum. (f) Phase of designed receive filter spectrum. (g) SNR improvement over

chirp as function of azimuth angle for rifle tilted at 45± behind brick wall using stochastic approach.

the angles. On average, the stochastic-based design

provides an improvement of 16.27 dB over the chirp

waveform. The designed waveform provides improved

performance for the vertical and horizontal rifles as

well, as indicated in Table I, which lists the average

SNR improvement of the designed waveform-filter

combination over the chirp with conventional matched

filter for each considered target orientation.

Next, the AK-47 rifle was placed behind a

homogeneous brick wall of 0.194 m thickness. The

transmission impulse response of the wall was also

computed using XFDTD®, with relative permittivity

and loss tangent of brick assigned as 4.79 and 0.036,

respectively. Fig. 5 shows the magnitude of the

two-way wall transmission frequency response and the

power spectrum of the through-the-wall target process.

The stochastic model based detection waveform and

receive filter were designed for the through-the-wall

scenario in case of noise only, and are shown in

Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively. The optimization

algorithm converged in 8 iterations. The waveform

vector was chosen to be of length Nz = 91 and the

combined wall-target impulse response has a length

Nq = 138. Thus, the length Ns of the receive filter for

through-the-wall scenario was specified as 228. The

magnitude and phase of the designed waveform and

the receive filter spectra are depicted in Figs. 6(c)—(f).

Comparing Figs. 6(c) and 4(c), we observe that the

designed through-the-wall waveform focuses its

energy in a narrow frequency band towards the lower

end of the 1—8 GHz band. This is also evident by

comparing the time-domain waveforms in Figs. 6(a)

and 4(a). This is not surprising since, as seen from

Fig. 5, the wall attenuates the higher frequencies

more than the lower frequencies, resulting in higher

combined wall-target responses at lower frequencies

over various aspect angles and orientations. The

SNR at the output of the receive filter due to the

stochastic model based through-the-wall waveform

and a chirp of same energy and duration is shown
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Fig. 7. SCNR=+10 dB. (a) Designed free-space waveform. (b) Designed through-the-wall waveform. (c) Magnitude of designed

free-space and through-the-wall waveform spectra. (d) Phase of designed free-space and through-the-wall waveform spectra.

in Fig. 6(g). We note that although the overall SNR

has degraded due to the presence of the wall, the

improvement over a chirp is significantly higher than

that of the free-space case. This is attributed to the

facts that 1) the target response at higher frequencies

undergoes a larger attenuation on propagation through

the wall and the energy invested by the chirp at

the higher frequencies in the 1—8 GHz band does

not payoff, and 2) the conventional matched filter

for the chirp presents more of a mismatch in the

case of the through-the-wall target response, which

is more extended compared with the free-space

response due to the convolution with the wall

transmission response. Average SNR improvement

of the stochastic model based waveform over the chirp

for the three rifle orientations under through-the-wall

propagation is provided in Table I, which shows

substantial improvement over the chirp for each

orientation.

B. Clutter-Plus-Noise Case

In the absence of any proper statistical

characterization of clutter for through-the-wall

scenarios and the lack of supporting arguments to

use other distributions, the clutter is assumed to be

zero-mean white Gaussian process [10, 11]. The

clutter and the noise are assumed to be of independent

samples. The clutter-to-noise-ratio (CNR) was varied

from ¡20 dB to +40 dB in 10 dB increments, and
the stochastic model based waveform for the rifle

was designed for each value of the CNR, both in

the absence and presence of the brick wall. The

optimization algorithm converged in 10 iterations at

the most.

Table II provides the average SCNR improvement

over the chirp waveform as a function of CNR

for the three rifle orientations under free-space

propagation, while that for through-the-wall

propagation is provided in Table III. From Tables II
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TABLE II

Average SCNR Improvement over a Chirp Waveform as a

Function of CNR for Free-Space Propagation

Average SCNR Improvement (dB)

CNR (dB)
Target

Orientation ¡20 ¡10 0 +10 +20 +30 +40

Vertical 23.91 14.36 10.71 10.08 10.3 10.30 10.28

Horizontal 22.02 7.14 3.42 3.06 3.01 2.85 3.06

45± 16.41 8.72 6.68 6.14 6.18 6.22 6.22

TABLE III

Average SCNR Improvement over a Chirp Waveform as a

Function of CNR for Through-the-Wall Propagation

Average SCNR Improvement (dB)

CNR (dB)
Target

Orientation ¡20 ¡10 0 +10 +20 +30 +40

Vertical 47.45 44.15 37.84 33.98 33.26 33.24 33.24

Horizontal 43.22 33.95 27.64 24.02 23.58 23.52 23.49

45± 38.09 34.91 24.45 21.29 20.78 20.75 20.76

and III, we observe that when the clutter is weaker

than the noise, the optimized waveform-filter

combination provides comparable performance to

the corresponding noise-only design under both

free-space and through-the-wall propagation. For the

case of comparable noise and clutter, the designed

transmission waveforms and filters (not shown)

reveal a broadening of the frequency peaks and/or

appearance of additional peaks compared with their

noise-only counterparts. When the clutter becomes

significant, i.e., for a CNR of +10 dB and beyond, the

corresponding designed waveform-filter combinations

yield similar SCNR improvement over a chirp.

This is in compliance with the degenerate case of

negligible noise and significant clutter, described

in [19], wherein all transmission waveforms yield

identical value for the SCNR of (11), provided an

appropriate receiver matched filter is used. In both

Tables II and III, a value other than 0 dB is obtained

at the SCNR improvement saturation point due to the

use of the conventional matched filter for the chirp

waveform. Moreover, the difference in saturation

point values between free-space and through-the-wall

propagation is attributed to the longer extent of the

combined wall-target response, which presents a

greater mismatch for the conventional point-target

based matched filter for the chirp. The stochastic

model based detection waveforms for the free-space

and through-the-wall scenarios corresponding to

a CNR of +10 dB are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b),

respectively. We observe that the waveforms are

wideband in nature. The corresponding magnitude

and phase responses are plotted in Figs. 7(c) and

(d). From Fig. 7(c), it is clear that the waveform

energy distribution matches the respective power

spectra of the free-space and through-the-wall target

processes.

V. CONCLUSION

In this correspondence, we presented waveform

design based on target signature exploitation

for detection of weapons under unknown target

orientation and azimuthal aspect angle. Performance

of the designed waveform was compared

with that of the widely used chirp waveform

of equal energy and duration. Both cases of

noise-only and clutter-plus-noise in free-space and

through-the-wall propagation were considered. Using

an AK-47 weapon as a target, we showed that the

stochastic-based waveform significantly outperforms

the chirp in terms of the SCNR at the output of the

receive filter, which implies an enhanced detection

performance.
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Emitter Localization Given Time Delay and
Frequency Shift Measurements

Given time and frequency differences of arrival measurements,

we estimate the position and velocity of an emitter by jointly

eliminating nonlinear nuisance parameters with an orthogonal

projection matrix. Although simulation results show that this

estimator does not always perform as well as the two-step

estimator, the benefit is its computational simplicity. Whereas

the complexity of the two-step estimator increases cubically with

respect to the number of sensors, the complexity of the proposed

estimator increases quadratically.

I. INTRODUCTION

Estimating the location of an emitter with a

passive sensor array has been of considerable interest

for many years, and has found many applications

in several fields including radar, sonar, wireless

communications, satellites, airborne systems, and

acoustics [1—11]. With the common indirect estimation

approach [1, 2], one or more parameters (e.g., angle

or time of arrival) are measured, and the emitter

parameters (position and/or velocity) are then

determined. A different approach is to estimate the

emitter parameters directly from the observations

[10, 11]. Herein, we focus on the former approach

assuming a stationary passive sensor array and a

moving emitter.

Given the measurements of time differences of

arrival (TDOAs) and frequency differences of arrival

(FDOAs) between pairs of observed signals, the

goal is to estimate the source position and velocity.1

Weinstein proposed an estimation technique which

is applicable for a linear array only and assumes

a source in the far-field region [5]. The estimation

procedure suggested by Ho and Xu [9] extended the

two-step approach of Chan and Ho [8] by taking

1The TDOAs and FDOAs are obtained by maximizing the

ambiguity function [12]. Their statistical properties are discussed

in [13], [14], and [16], assuming a known, an unknown

deterministic, and a random transmitted signal, respectively.
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